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We have designed a novel reflective nematic liquid crystal (LC) cell driven by a fringe electric
field, in which the LCs are hybrid aligned in the initial state. Due to the hybrid alignment of
the LC, the effective retardation value of the cell is greatly reduced when viewed in the
normal direction and such a cell retardation value of 0.28mm equals a quarter wave plate
viewed in the normal direction. This means that the new reflective device can have a large cell
gap of greater than 3mm, which is advantageous when manufacturing the cell and, in
addition, the device shows excellent electro-optic characteristics.

1. Introduction

Reflective liquid crystal displays (R-LCDs) are

widely used in small size LCDs for mobile information

tools (MITs) [1, 2]. Recently, several approaches, such

as the reflective twisted nematic (R-TN) [3], vertical

field-driven homogeneous cells (ECB) with a dual

colour filter structure [4, 5], reflective optically com-

pensated bend (R-OCB) [6], reflective in-plane switch-

ing (IPS) [7, 8] and fringe-field switching (R-FFS) [9]

with homogeneous alignment (HA) of the LC in the

initial state have been introduced. In general, reflective

LCDs consist of a single polarizer, a compensation film,

a LC medium with a retardation value of l/4 and a

reflector. In order for the LC medium to have its

retardation value of l/4, the cell gap (d ) should be very

small, about 2 mm, since the lowest birefringence of the

LC is larger than 0.06 at present. The low d causes a

problem in manufacturing and a decrease in yield ratio

since non-uniformity of an image can easily be caused

by particles larger than 2 mm.

This paper will examine the results of an investiga-

tion on a hybrid aligned nematic (HAN) cell driven by

a fringe electric field as a reflective display, and its

electro-optic characteristics. In the device, the optimal

cell retardation value is about 0.28 mm, equal to l/4

viewed effectively at a normal direction, which means

that the cell gap can be as high as about 4 mm. This

allows a better processing margin than the other

devices.

2. Cell structure and switching principle of the fringe-

field driven reflective HAN mode
Figure 1 shows the cell structure of the HAN cell

driven by a fringe-field. As shown, the LCs are hybrid

aligned in the OFF state. The device has electrodes on

the bottom substrate, both a common electrode acting

as a plane and a slit-form pixel electrode, with a

measurable distance between them. A passivation layer

is positioned between the common and the pixel

electrodes. The detailed electrode structure is the

same as reported previously [10]. With this electrode

structure, a fringe electric field is generated when a

voltage is applied; the hybrid aligned LCs do rotate

over the whole electrode surface with bias voltage,

although the deformation of the LCs is slightly

dependent on the electrode position. An optical

compensation film of l/2 is inserted between the

polarizer and LC to improve the dark state.

To obtain the optical design and calculate electro-

optic characteristics, a computer simulation using the

262 extended Jones matrix was used [11]. For the

simulation, we used a LC characterized by Dn~0.074 at

l~550 nm, De~24.0, K11~13.5 pN, K22~6.0 pN,

K33~15.1 pN. The rubbing direction (h) of the

bottom substrate, which is the optic axis of the LC,

was 12‡ against the horizontal component (Ey) of the*Author for correspondence; e-mail: lsh1@chonbuk.ac.kr
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fringe electric field, and the surface tilt angle was 2‡. On

the top substrate, the LCs were vertically aligned. For

calculation, the transmittances for the single and

parallel polarizers, and the compensation film of l/2

were assumed to be 41, 35 and 100%, respectively.

Several configurations to realize the fringe electric

field-driven R-HAN are possible [12, 13]. One solution

for achieving a good dark state is that when the

polarizer axis is in horizontal direction as the reference

angle, the slow axis (hF) of the film can be ¡15‡ and

the optic axis (hL) of the LC can be ¡75‡. In other

words, when the rubbing direction of the bottom

substrate is 12‡, the slow axis of the film and the

polarizer axis make angles of 72‡ and 87‡, respectively,

as shown in figure 1.
The switching principle can be understood as follows:

with no voltage applied, linearly polarized incident light

passing through the polarizer in a normal direction

changes the polarization direction to 57‡ after passing

through the compensation film, since the angle between

the polarizer and the film is 15‡; next, the linearly

polarized light makes a 45‡ angle with the LC and, as a

result, becomes circularly polarized after passing

through the LC; finally, the reflected light passes

through the LC and the film once again becomes

linearly polarized with a changed polarization direction

of 90‡ and, thus, the polarizer blocks the light. When a

voltage is applied, the LC director rotates over the

whole surface area, giving rise to reflectance. A white

state can be obtained when the LC director rotates by

45‡ because the optic axis of the LC and direction of

the linearly polarized light are coincident in the same

position, so that the polarization state is not changed

when passing through the LC.

3. Results and discussion

First, we calculated the effective retardation value of

the HAN cell. By constructing a cell consisting of a

polarizer and the hybrid aligned LC, with their optic

axes making an angle of 45‡ to each other, the

reflectance was calculated as a function of dDn at a

wavelength of 550 nm, as shown in figure 2. Here, d was

varied at a fixed Dn. As indicated, the reflectance is zero

when the values are 0.28 mm and 0.87 mm, which are the

first and second minimum conditions. The result

suggests that when the cell retardation value is

Figure 1. Cell structure and configuration of the LC of the reflective HAN mode driven by a fringe electric field in the OFF and
ON states.

Figure 2. Calculated reflectance as a function of cell retarda-
tion value.
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0.28 mm at a normal direction, its effective retardation

equals l/4, which is 137.5 nm; thereby, resulting in a

dark state in such a cell configuration. Consequently,

when the cell retardation value was 0.28 mm with a

birefringence value 0.074 of the LC, a cell gap of 3.8 mm

was chosen to give a cell retardation value of l/4. This

higher cell gap, larger than those used in other devices

such as ECB, R-IPS, and R-FFS with homogenous

alignment, is advantageous in manufacturing the cell.

Figure 3 shows calculated voltage-dependent reflec-

tance curves of the HAN cell driven by a fringe-field

and compares them with the HA cell driven by a fringe-

field. The reflectance of the HAN cell is about 32%, i.e.

the light efficiency of the device is sufficiently high at

91% and about the same as that in the HA cell. The

driving voltage of the HAN cell is slightly lower than

that of the HA cell since the LCs are aligned vertically

on the top substrate and thus free to rotate in any

direction.

Figure 4 shows wavelength dependent reflectance in

the dark and white states, with and without the l/2

compensation film. In the dark state, leakage is well

suppressed in the whole range of visible wavelength

with the help of the compensation film; and the

wavelength dependency of the white state for the

HAN cell with the film is slightly changed, showing less

wavelength dependency than that of the HAN cell

without the film. Now, it is important to obtain a good

dark state, not only at a normal direction but also at an

oblique viewing direction, for the realization of high

image quality in every direction. Figures 5 (a) and 5 (b)

show a dark state at four different azimuthal directions

up to a polar angle of 80‡, without and with the

compensation film, respectively. As shown, with the

compensation film the dark state is well preserved at

any viewing direction. This indicates that although a

reflective display with a LC of l/4 is possible, the

compensation film is absolutely necessary for obtaining

a good dark state, since it cannot be achieved using

only the LC due to wavelength dispersion [13].

Next, grey scale inversions of the six grey levels at

four azimuthal directions, were studied as shown in

figure 6. At directions in the cross-sectional plane from

45‡ to 225‡ and the vertical plane, grey scale inversion

does not exist, but directions in the horizontal plane

and cross-sectional plane from 135‡ to 315‡ show grey

scale inversion at a polar angle of over 50‡. Figure 7

shows the iso-contrast contour of the device at 550 nm.

A contrast ratio greater than 5 exists at a polar angle of

over 50‡ in any direction.

We fabricated a test cell to obtain the electro-optic

characteristics, with d~3.3 mm, and using the LC with

Dn~0.089 at 589 nm, De~23.7 and c~110 mPa s. The

voltage-dependent reflectance curves were measured for

Figure 3. Comparison of calculated voltage-dependent reflec-
tance curve, in fringe-field driven HA and HAN modes.

Figure 4. Wavelength dependence of (a) dark state and (b) white state, in reflectance.
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Figure 5. Leakage of light in the dark state depending on viewing directions (a) without, and (b) with a compensation film of l/2.

Figure 6. Viewing angle dependence of the six grey levels for different directions along (a) A, (b) B, (c) C and (d ) D directions
(c.f. figure 5).
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cells with and without a compensation film, where the

incident angle of the light source was 230‡ from the

normal direction, and the light was measured at an

angle of 10‡. The change in light reflectance starts at

2 V and saturates at 5 V, as shown in figure 8. The
reflectivity of the dark state was less for the cell with a

compensation film than for the cell without a compen-

sation film, but the reflectivity in the white state was

slightly better for the cell without compensation film.

We also measured response times of the cell: the rise

time was 6.6 ms and the decay time 11.3 ms. The total

response time is thus 17.9 ms, which is acceptable for

normal applications. Here, the rise and decay times are
defined as those in which the reflectance changes from

10 to 100% and from 100 to 10% of maximum

reflectance, respectively.

4. Summary

In summary, a novel reflective display that is a

fringe-field driven hybrid aligned nematic LC cell is

proposed. The device allows a high cell gap, which is

advantageous when manufacturing the cell, and also

exhibits a wide viewing angle, without the occurrence of

grey scale inversion, over a wide range of viewing

angles. The cell shows a driving voltage of 5 V and a

fast response time of 17.9 ms.

This work was performed by the Advanced Back-

bone IT development project supported by the Ministry

of Information & Communication in the Republic of

Korea.
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Figure 7. Iso-contrast contour dependent on the viewing angle
at an incident wavelength of 550 nm in the reflective state.

Figure 8. Measured voltage-dependent reflectance.
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